GC 283 CHAT BOT FOR MENTAL HEALTH
I

INTRODUCTION

Conclusions

Results

1. The goals of this project can be broken down: One Need to get better
accuracy we need to go for better approach. Through this data analysis and
visualization, we were able to spot the trend and find a solution to the issue at
hand.

Mental health issue are the most common issue facing
in human society. These issues are mostly in impact
negatively on working peoples, on the individual, his/her
family, workplace, community, and the economy. Our
project is based on mental health chat bot of natural
language processing with deep learning models .We
have a structure data set of Mental Health. In the data
set we have nine columns. We use neural networks to
create our models .We use another method call scratch
in which we create a model by our self and use it so our
project we create a layer with the help of scratch .There
is a 3 script of code first on is for chat bot second one is
for deep learning models with neural networks and third
one is from scratch.

Motivation
Motivation to Improve Mental Wellbeing via Community Physical Activity
Initiatives and the Associated Impacts

Future work
Our project tries to figure out how the mental health chat responds to the
particular question.As part of our future work, we plan to make a better
approach.
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After this we create a function for chatbot,that function answer user questions.So
we create a class that consist function that helps to chat bots to reply user by it
self.Know we update a vocab of nltk with owner data vocab values.
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Methodology
We have two scripts of code that take two different ways for us to work on
the data setting this project first script of the code we load all the libraries
of the data set we need in full code.After this we load the data set.Know
we select the feature and target column of our data set so we select
comments type column for feature and for labels we select the column
which contains values like classes.know we extract the comments related
column and classes for label and store the values in new data frame.We
extract questionTitle, questionText,labels fork previous data frame.we
create more then one data frame so our values are not clash .know we
calculate the values of the labels column. Create another data frame in
which we store labels according to questions. we use different python
libraries to perform our task so we first we create the environment.We use
jupyter Notebook for this after we set data set and script in one directory

Dataset
QuestionID:A unique values in the data set who can
help us to identify the questions.
QuestionTitle:In the data set every questions title
QuestionText:The Every question have there own text
QuestionLink:The last location where we get these
questions(may be active or not)..
AnswerText:Therapist response to the questions.
There are 307 values of therapist on the data set,
mostly therapist belong to the West coast of the US.
The data in CSV file is presented by 10 columns.
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So in the GRU model the Prediction values in form of matrix because the data is
passed in the form of matrix.These Matrix tell us the values of the prediction
according to the unseen data set.So the diagram help us to understand the model
prediction form.
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Above diagram shows how the question text,question id , answertext and topics shows
for the dataset description.
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